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Hello Nashville FC Youth Membership

Thank you for being a part of the Nashville FC Youth Soccer family!! We had a very busy winter with
lots of positive changes going on in the club. Here is our second newsletter of the year to keep you informed with all that is going on here at the club.
Hopefully you have started to see and enjoy some of the exciting changes. Here is a brief list some of
the things we have been working on:
- January 30th we launched a brand new totally redesigned website www.nashvillefcyouth.com
- Club rebranding as HYSA is now Nashville FC Youth Recreation
- Nashville FC Youth Soccer Complex upgrades and revitalization - this has
begun and over the next few months you will see more and more

In addition to these wonderful things above, even more is in the works. On
April 24th, we will be holding our first ever club-wide Open House! We encourage
all current NFCY and HYSA families to attend. We will hold another Open House
in Murfreesboro for all MFCY families and the date for this will be announced in
the very near future.
We would like to thank Alicia Steinhilber for all of her service to the club as she
transitions from Interim Director of Operations back into a position with the Board.
Alicia has done great work for the club and her efforts have had a positive impact.
We have also hired a new facilities manager, Don Johnson, to maintain and improve the Nashville FC Youth (HYSA) Soccer Complex.
We hope to continue to serve you as best we can! Please join us in being an
avenue of change for the better as we continue to need your help in transforming
the club experience into the absolute best it can be for your sons and daughters.
We are excited about the future. Let’s make it great together!

PLAYER SPOTLIGHT

-Josh Severns, Director of Coaching

Alyssa White

2003 Girls
Nashville FC Youth
Force

Alyssa made the cut for
the U15 Philippines
National Team

Travis Tuerff

1999 Boys
Nashville FC Youth
Cosmos

Travis made a trip to
Lisbon, Spain with the
Region III Olympic
Development Program
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SAVE THE DATE!!
APRIL 24, 2017
6 PM - 8 PM

CROSS POINT CHURCH
7675 US-70S , Nashville TN 37221
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On Saturday April 1 we celebrated “Honor the Game Day,” a
seasonal reminder of the imporrtance of sportsmanship and respect in sport and focusing on mastery over winning.
We have promoting the ROOTs of Honoring the Game, an
acronym that stands for better respecting Rules, Opponents, Officials, Teammates and Self.
Rules
The rules of soccer have been developed and modified for a
reason. Rules keep the game fair, and they also keep athletes
safe. Don’t try to work against the rules or bend them; respect
the role they play in our sport.
Opponents
As you want respect, give respect to your opponents. As Jim
Thompson of PCA suggests in his book, “fierce and friendly” opponents are what we should strive to be and have in competition.
Officials
Officials are doing the best they can to enforce the rules and
maintain a safe environment for play. They are people too, doing
the best they can, and there is never an excuse for disrespecting
officials.
Teammates
Make your teammates proud by doing the best you can (on
and off the field) and by supporting them in all their efforts.
Self
Finally, and most importantly, you have to respect
yourself in order to uphold an honorable approach to
sports. Set high standards and live up to them.
We passed out “We Honor The Game Day” stickers
as players, parents and coaches came through the entrance and all wore them with pride, symbolizing our
effort to change the culture of our league.

-John Stayskal, Director of Recreation

PLAYERS CORNER

EFFORT AS A HABIT

Working hard is one of the most important habits needed to foster successful outcomes. While many people
think innate talent is more crucial, it’s
effort that propels elite athletes to their
achievements. Why is this so important
for athletes of any level? Because it
makes success more under your control!

The first step is to avoid the talent
trap. Many athletes believe their abilities are fixed (based on the amount of

talent with which they were born). This
reflects a "fixed" mindset. We encourage you to take a growth mindset and
approach ability with the belief that effort and hard work can increase your
talent level. Carol Dweck, a Stanford
University professor and a PCA National Advisory Board Member, conducted the research around fixed
and growth mindsets that informs
this excerpt.
Triple-Impact Competitors ® have
a growth mindset, and we urge you
to do the same. Set goals differently
than most athletes, and focus on effort goals that you can achieve
100% of the time, if you put in the
needed effort to get there. For example, try setting the effort goal of
following through on every shot,
and avoid the outcome goal of making every basket.
The second half of this excerpt includes an exercise for setting and
accomplishing these effort goals.
The framework here is designed to
help you set goals and achieve

them for the most success. The most
important thing is to begin and not
worry about doing everything right the
first time. Commit to set goals, track
your progress, and reevaluate if necessary. Give it a shot; your efforts will be
rewarded!

POSITIVE COACHING ALLIANCE

Failure: The Secret
to Success

by Chuck Schumacher
Tyler walked back to the dugout, dragging his bat, his head low and tears
welling up in his eyes. He had just experienced what all hitters hate the most: A
strikeout. My assistant coach (his dad)
met him halfway, grabbed him by the
shoulders and exclaimed: “There’s no crying in baseball! If you don’t cut it out, were
going home!” Tyler was eight years old.
Instead of teaching his son about the gift
of failure, Tyler’s father reprimanded him
for showing honest, raw emotion—something very common in young children. At
that moment, maybe Tyler just needed a
hug, a pat on the back or some words of
encouragement. Maybe later a brief talk
about perspective, doing our best at all
times and learning from our failures would
have been better than publicly embarrassing Tyler in front of his team and the whole
crowd.

At
my
facility,
Chuck’s Gym, where I
teach baseball and
martial arts, failure is
something that happens on a daily basis.
But so does success.
The failures that occur
are part of a calculated process that
leads to sustainable
success. As students
master their current
level, more difficult
technique is introduced which challenges the students to
higher, more advanced levels. In this way,
over time, the body adapts to a higher degree of skill.

Success can be easy to
achieve if you set the bar low
enough.
If you’re never experiencing failure, you
are either not getting out of your comfort
zone, or you’re a natural phenom. Most of
us are not, so putting in the work and constantly raising the bar is necessary for improvement. The higher the goal, the more
obstacles there are to overcome. Even
naturally gifted athletes experience failure. It reminds them that consistent practice is necessary if they wish to take their
game to higher levels.
The first reaction for most kids when
they experience failure is frustration. This
is normal. But we must teach them to stay
positive by replacing frustration with
knowledge. Failure should cause us to
learn, not cause us to quit.

Kids must be taught how to
Real learning does not take
deal with failure, not repri- place in a negative atmosphere.
manded for or protected from it.
Youth PitchersKids won’t respond in a

Youth Baseball PlayerParents respond
to their children’s failures in different ways.
Some are like Tyler’s dad who has no tolerance for failure, never mind his child’s
very young age. Others will try to protect
their children from any type of failure, or
when it does happen, they will make excuses or place blame on someone else.
Neither one of these approaches benefits
kids in any way; they only benefit the egos
of these confused parents. Expecting too
much too soon from kids causes unproductive failure. Guiding kids through life’s
natural letdowns with practical solutions is
productive failure.

Failure is a normal occurrence
on the road to success.

positive way when they fail if adults don’t
respond in a positive way. Whether playing in a rec league or on a travel team,
one thing all kids have in common is their

young age and their lack of life experience. So, helping kids understand the role
failure plays in their personal development
is the secret to success.
Tyler’s dad was embarrassed that his
eight-year-old son couldn’t just “suck it up”
after his disappointing strikeout. Truthfully,
the situation was more about him than his
son. Tyler was acting normal. His father
was not.
When kids shed tears after a strikeout,
a missed goal, or a tournament loss, it’s
because they feel they have let their parents down. If this perspective isn’t
changed, kids will develop a fear of failure. And to avoid it, they will no longer
challenge themselves. This leads to playing it safe on the field, which is a recipe
for failure in competition. It becomes a
roadblock to success, both on and off the
field.

Chuck Schumacher is the author of “How to
Play Baseball: A Parents Role in Their Child’s
Journey,” available at www.chuckschumacher.com (signed copy) or Amazon. Chuck
has 20 years experience as a youth baseball
coach and 40 years experience in martial arts.
He is also a NASM certified personal trainer.
In 2006, he opened Chuck’s Gym in Franklin,
Tenn., where he teaches baseball and Okinawan karate. You can contact Chuck at
chucksgym@comcast.net.

POSITIVE COACHING ALLIANCE
2017 Double-Goal Coach
Award National Finalist

Jordan Salsbury
Nashville FC Youth
1998 Boys Revolution
Head Coach

TRYOUT INFORMATION
PARENT EDUCATION
TRYOUTS: A PARENTAL
GUIDE

If there’s one group of people who hate tryouts
the most, it’s parents. Dealing with the stress,
anxiety, and uncertainty of their children’s future
and opportunity to play soccer takes a major emotional toll.
Of course, if more clubs adopted the process I
described in part 2, pretty much all of the stress,
anxiety, and uncertainty would not exist. And if a
club in your area adopts such a policy, perhaps it
is worth joining them. However, until then, we
have no choice but to endure the current, dreadful
tryout culture.
How can parents manage? How can they best
guide their children through the process to make
it as positive (or least-negative) as possible?
Relax, It’s Just Tryouts
Yes, it’s a stressful, emotional, uncertain time. But
only if we let the actions and environment created
by others get to us. Any uncomfortable feelings
we have as parents are completely justified, but
the best way to handle the nonsense created by
others is to focus on what we can control.
We can’t control who gets picked for a team,
who leaves the club, or any of the other politics
and drama that come with the tryout process.
What we can control is how we approach the situation and react to it. For our children, that means
focusing on doing their best and having fun playing while at tryouts. No matter what happens, that
is what matters most. If they do those two things,
they succeeded at tryouts. For parents, it means
staying calm, keeping a “big-picture” perspective,
and helping our children stay focused on their
own actions.
An easy way to do this is to think about the
worst case scenario. What’s the worst thing that
could happen at tryouts? Our child does not make
the team. If we can handle and survive this (which
we can!), we can handle and survive any other
outcome.
If our child does not make the team, it’s not the
end of the world. Making a soccer team does not
define our children. Let that be clear to us and to
our children. So in the bigger, life-picture, not
making a team is virtually meaningless. However,
there are two things we must do for our children:
help them learn from it, and provide them a
means of playing.
What’s the lesson to be learned? That we will
not always get what we want, and when this inevitably happens, we have to re-focus on what we
can do to eventually get it. In this case, it means
practicing and learning more to become a better
soccer player. There are a number of ways to do
this, and the best way is to simply play soccer.
How do we provide them a means to play if they
did not make the team? Easy: play on a different
team. For those who are in smaller communities
that only have one club, there can always be a
conversation with that club about providing an option to play – maybe just at practices or with an-

other team in the club. There is also the traditional
recreational route, in which every child is guaranteed a spot. And of course, like many of the great
soccer players in history, no formal team is necessary to simply play soccer – grab some friends
and play. To practice and learn new skills, kids
can always explore videos on the internet.
Research, Research, Research
It is our responsibility as parents to research the
organizations in which we register our children.
We need to make sure that a club is the right fit
for our child and family. This might mean we intentionally avoid the most competitive or winningest program, or it might mean choosing a
large organization.
First and foremost, we must find out the policies
and philosophy of each club in regard to tryouts.
Do they cut players completely? If so, under what
circumstances? What is their priority for determining the placement of players? What is their policy
for notifying families of the results? Do they seem
to take preference over retaining current players
or acquiring new players? Do they make premature promises? Do they help players who do not
make teams find another place to play?
The answers to these questions will tell us a lot
about the organization and how it will operate
throughout the year. Speak to the coaches, board
members, directors, administrators, current parents and former parents. Get as many perspectives and try to see as full of a picture as possible
before entering the tryout process. It will prevent
many problems and save a lot of time.
Preparing Our Children
As always, the children are the number one priority. Every parent knows their child best and
must alter how they prepare their young player
based on his/her personality. The best way to
know how to approach the situation is to ask
questions: Why do they like to play? What’s most
important to them when it comes to playing/being
on a team? What are their goals?
Often times, we will find that asking our children
about their perspective from the start will alleviate
many of our worries. Most of the time, we are the
only ones worried – children are rarely concerned
with much more than just playing and having fun.
But in the case that our child does have some
other worries, we must help them enter to process
with a healthy perspective. Again, address the
worst case scenario, and help them be okay with
it – ensure them that there is a solution to it. And
again, ask them if they have any specific concerns or worries, then help them focus on their
own actions and ensure that a solution can be
found to any obstacles.
Finding Solutions to Obstacles
Any undesirable outcome to tryouts is merely an
obstacle to be overcome, not an end result. It is
up to us, as parents, to help our children find a
solution to any such obstacles. We must be
proactive by anticipating such obstacles and having a plan of attack ahead of time – before the tryout process begins.
What if my child does not make a team? Read
the above explanation – it doesn’t take much to
play soccer.
What if my child isn’t placed with friends? This
could be a blessing in disguise. Help them understand the potential benefits and encourage them
to give it a shot.

What if my child is moved from an “A” team to a
“B” team (or “B” to “C,” etc.)? First, consider not
being a part of an organization that labels kids as
such letters if they do. However, having teams of
varying levels allows all kids the opportunity to
flourish. Kids need to have a balance of success
and challenges, and being placed at an appropriate level enables this. If a child is upset about
being moved from one team to another, help them
realize that what matters most is doing their best
and improving. They can do both of these, regardless of the team they are on. Just because they
get moved, doesn’t mean they are bad or did
poorly. Often times, it is a player who switched
with them that excelled and earned his/her way
onto our child’s former team – something that our
child can also do to following year. If our children
focus on learning and improving, over time, they
will see their hard work pay off.

Don’t Contribute to the Problem
Sometimes it’s hard to determine who is most
responsible for the current toxic tryout culture.
Coaches and clubs will blame parents and say
that the process is necessary because of the nature of the situation created by families. Parents
will say that any contributions they have are due
to the environment created by clubs and coaches.
Regardless of who’s “fault” it is, everyone involved can help make it better.
As parents, we must refuse to be part of the
problem. When we see other families “playing the
game” – even if it is the majority of them – it does
not mean it is acceptable, and it certainly doesn’t
mean we have to do the same.
We will see parents going to every single tryout
possible. If asked if they are unhappy with their
current team, they will say they are not, but they
are just trying to “keep all the options open.” Don’t
be this family. If a club has provided our children
with a positive experience, we should stick with
them. Consistency is the key to long-term success, and showing loyalty will go a long way in
ending the toxic tryout culture.
If we are unhappy, be upfront and honest about
it, and keep it quiet. If we have been unhappy,
hopefully tryouts is not the first time the club is
hearing about it – problems must be addressed
as they happen to allow the coaches and club an
opportunity to make things better. And most importantly, it is more than okay to be unhappy, but
it is not okay to drag others into our problem.
Don’t try to persuade others to leave, and don’t
start gossiping to everyone about our issues. If
the decision is made to leave a club, then leave
quietly and worry only about our own children’s
experience.
Working Together
As my three-part rant on tryouts comes to a
close, I hope that I have helped shed some light
on some of the core issues, as well as provide
some ways that inspire others to work toward
changing our current culture. Everyone involved
plays some part in the problem, and if everyone
works on handling their role in a more positive,
constructive way, we will enable each other to
more easily make the changes needed to improve our approach and end the dreaded tryout
process.

http://www.switchingthefield.com/tryouts-3.html

PARENT EDUCATION
IS “FEAR OF MISSING OUT” RUINING
YOUTH SPORTS?
BY JOHN O'SULLIVAN

PUBLISHED IN SPORTS PARENTING

I remember the day I coached my son TJ’s
first soccer game. He was only five, and I was
so proud, so excited, and couldn’t wait for him
to play the game I loved.
There was one problem.
He didn’t want to play.
When the game was about to start, he said,
“Dad I don’t want to play today.” I was OK with
it and the game went on. That week he went
to practice, had lots of fun, and I thought all
was right in the world. The next weekend, I
was equally as excited for TJ to play his first
game. Sadly, he was not.
As I set starting lineup he again said: “Dad I
don’t want to play.” I don’t think he liked the
screaming parents and coaches from the previous game, as well as all the hustle and bustle
that is five-year-old soccer.
This time I was angry. I was embarrassed. I
was this A licensed, “all-star coach” and my
own son refused to play. TJ, on the other hand,
found a cricket to play with over by the fence.
He was content. I was a mess.
What is wrong with my son? Why won’t he
play? What if he doesn’t like soccer? Isn’t he
going to fall behind?
On the car ride home, I felt the need to address this issue, (likely to make myself feel
better, as he was fine.) “So TJ…” was all I
could say before my wife, who was in the passenger’s seat, karate chopped me across the
chest.
“What was that for?” I asked her incredulously.
“Really, didn’t you just write a whole book
about this?” she said with a stern look.
Indeed I had. But I was scared. I was afraid
TJ was missing out on a game I loved. I suffered from FOMO: the Fear Of Missing Out!
On that day, and many days since, I’ve had
FOMO moments watching my children play
sports. I saw other kids their age who were
better players, and wondered “what have I
failed to do?” I still see other kids who play only
one sport, improving quicker than mine, and
worry mine will fall too far behind. I see kids attending additional skill training sessions and
summer camps that mine do not. And I worry
that my kids may be missing out.

I know I am not alone in feeling this way. I
hear from parents all the time who feel
stressed and anxious about their child’s sports
experience. Are my kids falling behind? If they
don’t do extra training now, will they make the
travel team? Will they make the high school
team? Will they have a chance to play in college? These are very legitimate concerns for
the modern day sports parent. They might
even keep you awake at night.
But here is the thing: they are just kids. They
are fine. They need to want to do these things,
not be forced to. Your child’s path is not supposed to be every other
child’s path. Yet the Fear Of
Missing Out is such a persistent feeling it scares me.
It makes me feel inadequate
as a parent. It makes me
worry I’m letting my kids
down. You too?
I should know better. I
have seen too many times
how too much, too soon
ends in injuries or burnout for
kids who are forced down a
path they didn’t choose, or who
were never asked: “do you want
this?” I have seen too many 12year-old zombies walking around
fields, with no joy in their step, and their
love of the game long gone.
FOMO is one of the primary drivers creating
a toxic youth sports atmosphere and making
so many children walk away from sports far
too soon.
We must overcome the fear.
As parents, we love our kids and we have
great intentions, but FOMO causes us to focus
only on the present, and not the long term.
FOMO compels us to make all the decisions
and steal ownership of their sporting experience. FOMO leads us to suck the enjoyment
out of the sport in pursuit of dreams of stardom
and scholarships. FOMO drives many sensible
folks to take kids away from playing with their
friends, search out the winning team, and
make them specialize in spite of all the evidence to the contrary. FOMO makes us feel
that we are letting our kids down by not providing them with every single opportunity, regardless of costs, time commitments, and the

stress endured by our family.
Parents, I give you permission to take a
deep breath, look at the evidence, and choose
a different path. I give you permission to love
your kids for where they are today, and not
what they could be tomorrow. I give you permission to love yourself, even when you say
no to a coach or a great opportunity because
you simply cannot add one more thing to your
plate or that of your child. I give you permission because the fear of missing out is ruining
youth sports. It is time for all of us well-intentioned, well-educated parents to put a stop to
the FOMO.
How? Answer these questions:
What do kids want from
coaches? Sure, kids like to
be on successful teams and
have chances at scholarships, but what they want
most according to research
are positive role models who
care about the person, and
not just the athlete. They
want coaches who respect
and encourage them, who
provide clear, consistent communication, who teach them the
game, and who listen. Are you evaluating your child’s next coach on that,
or simply wins and losses?
Why do they play? Kids play for enjoyment
and social aspects of sports. As they get older,
they may define enjoyment and fun a bit differently than an 8-year-old, but one thing I can
tell you is the day college, professional and
Olympic level athletes stop loving what they
do, they stop playing. So will your child. Ask
your kids “why do you love playing, and what
makes you love playing even more?” Then do
more of that!
Are sports an extension of the things we
value as a family? I am amazed how many
times strong-valued families turn a blind eye
to the values epitomized by their sports
coaches and organizations. People who would
never let their child lie or disrespect an authority figure consistently allow sports coaches to
do those things, and are afraid to speak up because of FOMO, or because they are afraid
their child might get blacklisted (and at times
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they are right, what does that say about an organization?)
Do we have sport/school/life balance? One
day there will be no more practices to drive to,
then what? Will sports still have provided your
child and family with worthwhile, lifelong lessons in character, overcoming mistakes, working with others, and more? Did you spend any
quality time with your spouse the last fifteen
years, or take a non-sports, family trip? Do we
question the coach who tells us we have to
choose between grandma’s 90th birthday or a
league game? I’m not criticizing the families
who make incredible sacrifices to allow their
kids to play sports. I’m merely asking, “should
we?”
These questions are far more important than
asking ourselves “is my kid missing out on a
scholarship?” or “Is my child going to make the
high school team?” These questions are all
driven by fear.
As Sophocles said, “All men make mistakes,
but a good man yields when he knows his
course is wrong and repairs the evil. The only
crime is pride.” We cannot be too proud to
admit the current environment is based on
fear, and while it serves the needs of many, the
athletes are rarely at the top of that list.
Here are a few thoughts on how to remove
FOMO from your child’s youth sports journey.
When in doubt, ask your child: What should
I say on the car ride home, or on the sideline
of your game? Do you really want to work with
a private coach, or spend summer weekends
at tournaments instead of with friends? Do you
want to play multiple sports, or only one? How
can I support you on your journey? If you are
unsure, ask your child what he or she wants.
The answer may surprise you.
Read the research: It is a lot easier to combat your fear of missing out when you know
you are standing on a foundation based on
solid, scientific research rather than conjecture

and “keeping up with the Joneses.” I am
amazed by many so-called “professional
coaches” who’ve read no books or research,
nor attended a coaching course in years (or
ever), but who pontificate about getting to the
next level. It’s up to parents to know right from
wrong and hold coaches accountable as we
would school teachers. Start learning from experts in the sport. Here are some links to articles we have written on various topics with
plenty of links to more research:
Early sports specialization (try this, this one,
or this one for starters)
Talent identification
Scholarships and Recruiting
What kids want from coaches
The importance of enjoyment
The Car Ride Home

Demand more from your youth sports organization: Don’t look at the coach’s win/loss
record. Dig deeper. How does he treat the
players? Does she invest in them as people
first? How many quit the team every year without good reason? What happens to all the kids
who don’t get a scholarship? Would the parents on the team recommend this coach to
other close friends or family? What are the organization’s core values, and do they hold
everybody accountable for them or do they
turn a blind eye to poor behavior by parents
and coaches and “just win baby”? What are
they willing to compromise to win? What will
your child get out of this experience if they
don’t win everything or get a scholarship? The
answers to these great questions will speak
volumes about the organization and coach.
They reveal true intention.
Be part of the solution: If you don’t like the
direction of your youth sports organization, be
part of the change you wish to see. Coach, or
run for the board of directors. I am convinced

the vast majority of parents are great people,
and if we’d ban together and start asking our
youth sports organizations for the right things,
great things will happen.
The next time FOMO sets in, take a deep
breath. When you start to worry your child cannot miss this one weekend opportunity, or if he
doesn’t go to the all-star camp at age 10, or he
is falling behind, take a moment and reassess.
Is her career really about to come to a
screeching end for taking a few weeks off?
Even Mia Hamm took a season off from soccer
as a child because she was burned out, and it
worked out OK for her.
We cannot allow the Fear Of Missing Out to
be the primary driving force in youth sports.
We cannot let the small percentage of charlatans in the coaching, camp and sports facility
world continue to manipulate us with fear, and
convince us we are bad parents if we don’t go
to every event, play year round, or get in front
of college scouts in middle school. If your child
has the talent, drive, and love of the game, he
or she will play long enough and hard enough
to get noticed. The only thing for certain is that
all kids who quit or have career-ending injuries
before high school do not play in college!
Please, everyone, take a deep breath and
let’s reclaim sports for our kids. Let’s ignore the
FOMO. Ask your kids what they want, and
support the things they are passionate about.
If they want to do certain things, and they are
within the realities of your family budget and
time, by all means, try to make them happen.
But if your child looks at you and says “I really
want some time off, I really want to take a
break from soccer,” then let him do it. Let her
be with her friends.
Don’t let the Fear Of Missing Out in youth
sports be the cause of your child missing out
on his or her childhood. That would be the
greatest tragedy of all.

